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RELEASE THE HURT AND PAIN. EMBRACE KING JESUS. 
 

May 11, 2013 
For the United States of America 
 
THE GREAT WAY GIVES THE WILL THROUGH HIS SERVANT. THE GREAT WAY 
SAYS: 
 
The plan has been released into the earth to move in showing the nation that is known 
as the United States of America a full outline of what the Great Way King Jesus wills to 
release into this way. You will see even greater as the Great Way gives the will in each 
of the stages that will move in the earthly plan for world viewing. The United States will 
come and move in a unity detail as those details of hurt and pain are released in 
spiritual movings through the people who live there. It is truly a new way in the earthly 
will, and no human will be able to take on the devil with earthly weapons. You truly 
must move in a plan that is not of this world and is truly greater than human will. What 
you have been given concerning the will in a Kingdom ruling way that stems from the 
unseen way is truly new to this current way of living. Most have a close plan in moving 
to embrace a kingdom will, given in those we will never meet or deal with. This work of 
being a Kingdom plan cannot mimic a human kingdom; it would still be based on 
human will—just moving with a different structure similar to the Great King’s will but 
with human flaws. What would make it a good will to move to be in a governing will 
where the people in the land move in living a way that is transcending, to cover both 
the unseen land and the land that can be seen? What would be better than to be ruled 
by the One who knows what you need to be fulfilled in all parts? Humans have for 
centuries made a plan to place God in their own way, to move in making Him do what 
they would will. It is futile to even embrace the idea that the God who holds all things 
together with His very Word would be in submission to His creation. Yet, this way of 
thinking will cause people to move to make a way to live based on their will to fill their 
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earthly details while rejecting their spiritual way. Most would come and say there is no 
God of this magnitude who would be able to move in bringing a covenant with a nation 
to work with them in being their Security, their Resource, their full Provider. But what if 
a God that is the One True God moves to place a will way into the earth, so He can 
move in infiltration to change earthly details that would bring a plan to bring a Kingdom 
way of living that can be seen? Would you worship this God who is able to change the 
earth’s way to move in bringing a way to reflect His nature and Kingdom plan into its 
very root? Would you move in having a way to submit to His way? Would you move 
from a human will to drink a Kingdom plan that is a spiritual detail if you knew the One 
who was the Creator of the detail truly existed? Now then, if so, then only you would be 
able to choose to agree to this will in moving to do this Kingdom plan. This is where 
your free will is in place still. Even a Great God will not overrule your human plan in this 
detail. He is able to work in this land, but only will He do so through willing vessels who 
will yield to His Kingdom and will be submissive to the order through the place known 
as Heaven from the Great Father Jehovah. Now have a will. This nation has been given 
a will. Now you can have it placed deep within if you would choose so. The way you will 
drink this new plan is through receiving the One who made all—King Jesus. Planning is 
good, but humans planning their own future is futile. Amen. Amen. Amen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


